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Title: Book Manuscript (Published) *Kansas Place-Names*
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Literary Rights

Literary rights were not granted to Wichita State University. When permission is granted to examine the manuscripts, it is not an authorization to publish them. Manuscripts cannot be used for publication without regard for common law literary rights, copyright laws and the laws of libel. It is the responsibility of the researcher and his/her publisher to obtain permission to publish. Scholars and students who eventually plan to have their work published are urged to make inquiry regarding overall restrictions on publication before initial research.

Restrictions

None

Content Note

The book manuscript of *Kansas Place-Names* by Dr. John Rydjord is about how towns, rivers, and settlements in Kansas received their names. The original corrected manuscript contains a listing of towns founded in Kansas and the names of their founders, as well as an extensive bibliography.

Detailed Description: Box and Folder Listing

Box 1 FF 1-4 Typewritten manuscript of Dr. John Rydjord's published book entitled *Kansas Place-Names*